DRAMA KIDS CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Kinder Kids, ages 3-5 years old
Our KinderKids Pre-School program is an excellent way to introduce the long-term benefits of dramatic
arts participation to children attending Pre-K or Kindergarten. Each KinderKid student in our kid’s theater
program is highly involved in drama enrichment classes that develops speaking skills, builds confidence,
and enhances early social skills and creative learning. The Drama Kids Instructors of our kid’s theater
program make sure all students feel comfortable and recognized so they will stretch and grow in a very
positive environment. New scenes and activities are held in each drama enrichment class. At the end of the
year, all the students get to show off for family and friends in a short, scripted presentation! Don’t miss the
fun!
Lower Primary, ages 5-8 years old
The Drama Kids developmental drama program provides children with unique opportunities to develop
clear speech, fluent delivery and pleasing social skills. It helps give them the confidence to be participants
in all aspects of their lives, able to ask questions, seek answers and share information with others. Children
who mix well with others find it easier to make friends and adjust to new situations. They find school an
enjoyable adventure! We motivate and inspire the students to become articulate communicators through
enthusiastic participation in a wide range of creative activities including speech, creative movement,
improvisation, and a special year-end performance!
Upper Primary, ages 9-11 years old
The confident, articulate child finds it easier to make friends, accept new challenges and explore new
directions. Drama Kids is designed to help each child achieve these invaluable life skills. In a fun-filled
atmosphere, we aim to give young people ongoing confidence, self-esteem and skill in verbal
communication. Students participate in a wide range of creative activities including speech, dramatic
movement, improvisation, snippets and scene starters. And at the end of the year they utilize all the skills
acquired during the year to perform a short, scripted presentation for family and friends.
Acting Academy, ages 12-17 years old
This class is for teens who want to expand their skills in acting, public speaking, and performing. As
students participate in dramatic activities and stage performances, they build confidence and learn to think
more creatively. This foundation will have a dramatic impact on academic, personal, and professional
success! Regular class activities include speech training, mini-scripts, monologues, small group
improvisations, character analysis, audition skill development, and production techniques. At the end of the
year, students will use all their skills in a short production for family and friends, complete with sets, props
and costumes.

